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COMPLETELY UNSTABLE FLOWS ON 2-MANIFOLDS
BY

DEAN A. NEUMANN

Abstract. Completely unstable flows on 2-manifolds are classified under

both topological and C-equivalence (1 < r < oo), in terms of the corre-

sponding orbit spaces.

1. Statement of results. Let <#>: M x R1 -> M be a continuous flow on the

differentiable manifold M. A point x E M is nonwandering if x E J+(x);

here J+(x) denotes the set of limits of sequences {<t>(xn, /„)}, where {xn)

converges to x and {/„} tends to infinity. We say that <b is completely unstable

if there are no nonwandering points of <b.

If \¡i: TV X R1 -» TV is another continuous flow, we say that cf> and \f/ are

{topologically) equivalent if there is a homeomorphism h of M onto TV that

takes orbits of <> onto orbits of \p, preserving sense. If <f> and \b are C

(1 < r < oo), they are C-equivalent if there is such an h that is a C-diffeo-

morphism.

We are concerned with flows {M, <f>) in which M is an arbitrary 2-manifold

(separable metric and without boundary), with given C°° structure, and <#> is

completely unstable. Our results constitute a classification of such flows,

under both topological and C-equivalence, in terms of the associated orbit

spaces. Let M/<p denote the space of orbits of <¡> with the quotient topology

(the finest topology in which the projection it: M -» A//c¡> is continuous). It is

known that A//c> has a countable basis of open sets homeomorphic with R1

(see [5]); but M/<f> need not be Hausdorff. We refer to a space with these

properties of M/<p as a nonseparated l-manifold. In general, there are many

topological types {M, c£>) with a given orbit space; to obtain a classification we

must impose additional structure. In §3 we define an "order" relation on

certain points and subsets of Af/ci-essentially: p < q in M/<b iff ir~\q) C

J+{ir~l{p)) in M. The resulting ordered orbit space, still denoted A//<p,

completely determines both M and cE>:

Theorem 1. 7/c>, <>' are completely unstable continuous flows on 2-manifolds

M, M' respectively, then <p and cf>' are topologically equivalent if and only if

M/<f> and M'/<b are order isomorphic.
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Essentially this result, for the case M, M'' = R2, is stated in [2]. Note that

any noncritical flow on the plane is completely unstable. An earlier classifica-

tion of noncritical flows in the plane appears in [4]. Theorem 1 is proved in §3

below, using a preliminary result derived in §2.

If M has a given C-structure, and cf> is C, then there is a (unique)

C-structure on Af/<f> with respect to which it is C (see [5]). M/<b, with this

C-structure and the order indicated above, completely determines the C-

equivalence class of (M, </>):

Theorem 2. Suppose <f>, $' are completely unstable C-fiows on 2-manifolds

M, M' respectively. Then <j> and <£>' are C-equivalent if and only if there is an

order preserving C-diffeomorphism of M/<¡> onto M'/<¡>'.

Comparing Theorems 1 and 2, we may obtain some information on the

relation between topological and C-equivalence classes for completely unsta-

ble flows. We remark first that, if <j> is any completely unstable continuous

flow on a 2-manifold M, then <> is topologically equivalent to a C°-flow on

M (this is proved in [7]); i.e., any topological equivalence class contains

nonempty C-equivalence classes, for 1 < r < oo. We show further that any

C-structure on M/§ corresponds to a C-flow on M, which is topologically

equivalent to <j>. Then Theorem 2 may be given the following form:

Theorem 3. Suppose <j> is a completely unstable continuous flow on the

2-manifold M and fix r G {1,. . ., oo}. Then the distinct C-equivalence

classes contained in the topological equivalence class of <b are in 1-1 correspon-

dence with the distinct C-structures on M/<b.

On nonseparated 1-manifolds in a fairly large class, it is easy to construct a

continuum of pairwise distinct C-structures. Thus we may apply Theorem 3

to prove, for example,

Corollary. Suppose <f> is a completely unstable continuous flow on the

2-manifold M and that <b has at most countably many séparatrices but is not

parallel. Then the topological equivalence class of (M, <£) contains a continuum

of distinct C-equivalence classes, for any r E (1, 2,..., oo}.

Here separatrix may be defined as follows (cf. [5]): for/» G M/<f>, the orbit

ir~x(p) is a separatrix if there is a point q G M/<f> such that/» and q cannot be

separated with disjoint open sets in M/$. A completely unstable flow is

parallel if it has no séparatrices.

The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 and the corollary are given in §4.

2. Subdivision of noncritical flows on 2-manifolds. Let £ be a continuous

flow without critical points on the 2-manifold M.

Definitions. Aparallel neighborhood (or p-neighborhood) of a point m E M
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is a closed 2-cell N Q M, that is a neighborhood of m and that is homeomor-

phic with the rectangle

7<-= {(x,i)eR2||;c|,|/|< 1}

under a map that takes each orbit segment in TV onto a vertical segment in R.

The boundary 3TV of TV then consists of two orbit segments of <Mhe edges of

TV, and two arcs that are local sections of r>-the ends of TV. It is known that

every point of M has a p-neighborhood (cf. [1, Chapter IV, §2] and [3,

Theorem 1]).

By a subdivision of (M, <i>) we mean a cover of M by a locally finite

collection (N¡) of p-neighborhoods which intersect properly: viz., for each

i =£ j, TV,, n Nj is either empty, a subarc of an edge of each or a subarc of an

end of each.

Lemma 1. Any noncritical flow (M, </>) admits a subdivision.

Proof. There is a locally finite covering {TV,.} of M by p-neighborhoods.

Note that we may assume that each TV,, is contained in a slightly "longer"

p-neighborhood TV,., corresponding to say R - {(x, t) E R2| |*| < 1, |/| < 1

+ e) (that is, (TV,., TV,) is fiberwise homeomorphic with (R, R)).

Let eN¡ denote the union of the two ends of TV,.. We first show that we may

adjust the TV,, so that no three of the eTV,. intersect in a single point and so that

eTV,. n eNj is at most finite for each / =?*= /. For, suppose that we have adjusted

TV,,..., TVn_, so that this is true for /</<«- 1. We may assume that no

point of eTV,. n eTVy. (/</<«- 1) lies on eTV„. Cover the ends of N„ with

new p-neighborhoods Tx,...,Tk which also miss eTV,. n eTVy (i < / < n - 1).

The interior of each eTV,. (i < n - 1) meets fx in at most countably many

open arcs, only finitely many of which meet a "shorter" p-neighborhood

Sx C Tx (see Figure 1). These finitely many, for each i < « - 1, may be

3N

Figure 1

replaced by new arcs with the same endpoints, that are again local sections of

4>, but that now meet eNn n Tx in at most finitely many points. We may do

this, for example, with an isotopy of M that is the identity off T„ and that

takes these arcs onto piecewise linear ones (in the piecewise linear structure
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induced by some parametrization of 7,) in general position with respect to

eNn n 7,. Note that then no new intersections eN¡ n eNj (i <j < n - 1) are

introduced. Repeat with the adjusted arcs in 72,..., Tk in succession. Our

assertion now follows by induction; note that, because of the local finiteness,

we can insure that no eN¡ is adjusted more than finitely many times.

We next observe that by a slight modification of this argument we may

assume that we have chosen Ñ¡ D N, (as above) so that no three of eÑ¡, eNj

intersect and so that, for i ^ j, the various intersections eN¡ n eNj, eN¡ n eNj,

eN¡ n eÑj are finite.

Finally, we obtain the desired subdivision by partitioning the N¡. Suppose

we have determined p-neighborhoods Kx, . .., Km(n_]) satisfying:

(a) Kv ..., Km(n_X) intersect properly;

(b)NxU •• • UNn_xCKx\J ■ ■ ■ U Km{n_X);

(c) eK¡ n eNj and eK¡ n eNj are finite (i < m(n - l),j > n).

Let A denote the set of orbit segments in Ñ„ which pass through a point of

eK¡ n eN„ or eA^ n eNn for some i < m(n — I), or meet an edge of some Kj

(j < m(n - 1)) that lies in Ñn (cf. Figure 2). The arcs of A partition iV„ into

Figure 2

p-neighborhoods, which are further divided by the sections

eKx, . . . , eAm(„_1), eA^„ (or eNn) into the required p-neighborhoods

Km/n_X)+x,..., Km{ny It is not difficult to check that this may be done so that

(a)-(c) are preserved. Hence our assertion follows by induction.

3. Topological equivalence of completely unstable flows. Let <p be a com-

pletely unstable flow on the 2-manifold M with orbit space M/<f>.

Definition. We define an order relation on certain points and subsets of

M/§ as follows:

(1) Let /», q E M/<¡>, p ¥= q. Define /> < q iff, for x E ir~x(p) and y E

ir~1(q), we have y E J+(x).

(2) Suppose /», q G M/<p with both /» < q and q < p, and that there are
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half-open intervals I,JC M/<b terminating at p,q respectively, with I — {p)

= J — {q). Choose disjoint sections S,T Ç M, lying over I, J respectively.

Define I < J iff orbits of <t> meet S before T.

Throughout this section M/<b will denote the orbit space endowed with this

order relation.

Remarks. Note that two points of M/<p are related in this ordering exactly

when they cannot be separated with disjoint open sets in M/<¡>. However

there is very little restriction on the size or complexity of this set of nonsep-

arated points. An example of Wazewski [8] shows that, even with M = R2 and

<í> G C°°, it may be all of M/$.

In many cases, the orbit space with the order defined in (1) above is

sufficient to determine the topological type of (M, <». It can be proved, for

example, that two noncritical flows on the plane are topologically equivalent

iff the corresponding orbit spaces are homeomorphic by a homeomorphism

which preserves the order defined by (1). The following example shows that

this is not true in the generality of Theorem 1.

Example. Let M = R2 - {0).LetA, B C (0, oo) be closed sets with A u B

- (0, oo), and define A' - {(0,y)\y E A) C M and B' = {(0,y)| - y E B).

Let/: M -» [0, 1] be a C00 function that is 0 exactly on A' u B', and let <J> be

the flow on M defined (in polar coordinates) by r = 0,9 = f(r, 9). Now, let

</>, be the flow obtained applying this construction with

Ax=[l,oo)u(0,{-]u (J
n-i

2« 2n + 1
2/1 + 1 ' 2« + 2

and

s, = {i}u U
n-1

2/1- 1 2«
2«     '2/1+1

(see Figure 3). Let <j>2 be the flow defined choosing

CO

2«        2/1+1
¿2={i}u(o,i]u U

n=l
2« + 1 ' 2/j + 2

and

52=[l,cc)u U
M-l

2/1- 1

2«
2/t

2/7+  1

In either case the orbit space may be described as follows: it consists of two

copies of (0, oo) (corresponding to the sections S¡, T¡ of Figure 3) in which

each pair of points corresponding to the same coordinate x E (0, oo) is

identified, except when x = n/(n + 1) (n E Z+) or x = 1. Also, each pair
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{/», q) of nonseparated points (in either quotient space), according to (1) of

the definition, satisfies both p < q and q < p. However <i>, and <i>2 are not

topologically equivalent; in fact, it is easy to check that M/<j>x and M/§2 are

distinguished by the ordering defined in (2).

Figure 3

The main object of the present section is to prove that the ordered orbit

space M/<f> completely determines both M and <b. Thus let (M\ <f>') be

another completely unstable flow and suppose that we are given an isomor-

phism (order preserving homeomorphism)

h:M'/<t>'-+M/<p.

We will construct a topological equivalence k of <f>' with <J> that satisfies

hit' = irk.

Let {A7/} be a subdivision of (AT, <p'). We will construct an isomorphic

subdivision {N¡} of (M, <i>), and use it to define k.

Let S¡ denote the "initial" end of N¡ and let

r; -*'(s/).
Note that we may assume no orbit of <£' crosses any S¡ more than once, so we

may define a[ = T{ -> S¡ by

•n' ° a'i — lr.

For / *j let A'u = T¡ n Tj and define//-: A¡j -+ R1 by

$*)«/   iff ct¡(x)- /-«;(*);

thus/-,' is the time along the orbit ir'~x(x) from its intersection with S¡ to its

intersection with SJ. Each// is continuous on its domain and can be zero only

at a common endpoint of T[ and TJ (i.e., exactly when S¡ and SJ have a
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common endpoint). However, as the examples above show, sgn(/¿) need not

be constant on Ay.

In order to construct {A7,} we wish to construct sections S¡ of 4» over

T¡ = h(T¡) which are related by <p in the same way the S¡ are related by <f>';

viz., for i > j and x G Ay, we want tr~ \hx) to meet 5, before Sj if and only if

it'~x(x) meets S¡ before SJ. Equivalently, we require

sgn fy (hx) - sgn f¡¡(x)       (x G A¡J).

Suppose we have obtained such sections ay. Tj -*» Sj Q M lor j < n - 1,

so that

(a) sgn fy (x) - sgn fy(h " '*)      (x G ̂ ,7 < / < « - 1 ).

Let a„: t„ -» A/ denote any continuous section with wor,, = 1 and let 5^ =

a„(Tn). We do not assume that Sn is disjoint from Sx,..., S„_x. We do

assume in the following argument that S¡, does not have an endpoint in

common with an SJ (j< n — 1). In the case there is such an endpoint, we

may assume that S„ and the corresponding Sj have a common endpoint; the

argument given is then easily adapted.

We will need to alter Sn a number of times; to simplify notation, each time

an adjustment is made we agree to carry over the old notation to the adjusted

section and time maps.

For y < it — 1, let/y- denote the time from S„ to Sj. We need to show that

we can adjust S„ so that the resulting time maps/„y satisfy

sgn/„,-(hx) = sgn/;.(*)       (x E A'^j < n - 1).

Lemma 2. Suppose e is an endpoint of a component interval I of A^ with

e g Anj, e = he' and I = h(I'). Then

fopM*) " ximJñj(x) = ±oo.
x-*e   * x-»e     y
X&I xer

Proof. First note that, since e G AnJ, we must have

(*) Üüi-'tfto" +0°   (or _0°)
x£I

(similarly for/^). We assume the limit in (*) is +oo; the argument in the

remaining case is similar. Now (*) holds if and only if

7 =]im («„(*) •/,,(*))
XBl

is in J*(an(e)). Let d = wp and d' = h~xd; then e < d. If we do not also

have d < e, then, since h preserves order, we must have e' < d', but not

d' < e', and it follows that limJC_e.;;te/./^(x) = + oo as asserted. If we do

also have d < e, then by definition, / u {e) < I u {d}, so /' u {e'} < I'

U {d'} and we have the same result.
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(Note that we may identify 77-1(rn) with Tn X R1, since the map <j>(a„(;c), t)

<-» (x, t) (x E Tn,t E R1) is a homeomorphism. We may then think of the

intersections of the Sj,{j < n - 1) with ir~x(TH) as the graphs of the functions

fnj)
Now define functions un, ln: Tn -» [- oo, oo] as follows:

all / < n - 1 with sgn fnjh ~ ' (x) > 0,

if no such/ exist;
««(*)

I (x)ml max/«/(■*)        all / < « - 1 with sgn/^/r'ix) < 0,

[ - co if no such/ exist.

Then we have

Lemma 3. un is continuous, except possibly at an endpoint e of T} with

e E Anj; at such a point e both one-sided limits exist (one may be + oo), and

lim un(x) = un(e).

xeA^

Proof. First note that if x E T„ is in no Ani (i < n — 1), so that un(x) =

oo, and {xk} is a sequence of points of Tn converging to x, then

lim u„(xk) = oo.
K->00

For suppose not. We may assume that un(xk) = fnJ(xk) for some fixed

/ < n — 1. By Lemma 2 we may assume that the xk are in distinct component

intervals of Anj. Suppose thatfnj(xk) -> s, s finite or - oo. Then we can pick^ft

in the component of AnJ containing xk, with

f (v\= [s + l, s finite,
Wk)    [0> s=_xs = — CO.

But then a„(yk) -fnj(yk) E Sj and, hence,

Í an(x) ' (s + 1)' s   finite,

is in S,, contrary to our assumption that x g Anj.

Next suppose that x E AnJt n ... (~l AnJ/ (and no other Anj), but that x is

not an endpoint of any T. (i >■ 1./). If x is adherent to Ani, but x g Ani,

then, as above, fttl(y) -> co as >> -> x (with ^ e /4m-, sgu/^Ä'^y) = 1). Thus

there is a neighborhood TV of x on which un = mini/^,..., /„p, and this

function is continuous at x.

Finally, if x E AnJ is an endpoint of Tj, the assertions of the lemma are

clear.

Similarly, we may prove

Lemma 4. /„ is continuous except possibly at an endpoint e E Anj of Tj\ in this

case, both one-sided limits at e exist in [ — co, co), and
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lim  /„(*) = /„(<?).

xeA„j

Lemma 5. l„(x) < u„(x)for all x E 7„.

Proof. Suppose x is a point at which both /„ and u„ are finite. Then

ln(x) " fm(x) and "»(*) m fnj(x)for some U < « - 1. Note that/¿7r'(x) >

0. Hence, also

«„(*) - h(x) -fnj(x) -/„(*) -fy{x) > 0.

Now let U denote the subset of 7r_1(7rt) that corresponds to {(x, t) E T„ X

R'|4(x) < r < un(x)}. It follows from the preceding lemmas that U is fiber-

wise homeomorphic with 7„ X R1. Thus we may assume that the section S„ is

chosen to lie in U and is therefore related in the desired way to the S,

(j < n - 1).

By induction, we can then obtain a collection {Sn) of sections related

appropriately by <#>. However we need, in addition, to insure that the resulting

collection is locally finite at points of M. To do this we strengthen the

induction as follows: Let ak, bk denote the endpoints of Tk and a'k, b'k the

endpoints of T'k. For k < « - 1, let uk, lk: Tk -»[-oo, oo] and u'k, lk: Tk ->

[ — 00, oo] denote the analogues of un, /„ above. Assume by induction that, in

addition to (a), the sections Sx,..., S„_x satisfy

(b) for each k < n — 1, either

(bl) there exist i,j < n - 1 such that ak E T¡ n Tj and ak(ak) separates

a¡(ak) from aj(ak), or

(b2) \fkJ(ak)\ > |/¿K)| for ally < n - 1;
(and similarly for bk, k < n — 1).

(c) for each k < n - I,

(cl) if x G Tk and 4(x) = - oo, then uk(x) > min(u'k(h~lx), 1), and

(c2) if x G Tk and uk(x) = oo, then lk(x) < max(4'(/i-1x), — 1).

(These conditions say essentially that as each new section is added to M, it

is added, whenever possible, at least as far from the preceding sections as the

distance between the corresponding sections in M'.)

We have seen that we can add an «th section S„ so that (a) holds with n in

place of n - 1; this we assume done. It remains to check that S„ may be

adjusted so that then (b) and (c) hold for k < n.

Lemma 6. S„ may be adjusted so that (a) and (b) hold with n in place of

n-l.

Proof. Case 1. Fix x G 7n. Let/»,, ... ,pr denote the liftings of {a,,...,

an-\, bx,..., bn_x) that lie on it~x(x) and do not separate liftings of interior

points of 7,,..., 7„_,; suppose/», = a^(a^) (or b^), i = 1,..., r. We may

assume r > 1. First consider the case in which at least some of the /»,-, say
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p¡,... ,ps(s > 1), lie above a„(x). If no lifting of x lies below a„(x), then we

can clearly adjust Sn so that (b2) holds at x, for k < n - 1 and the resulting

section. On the other hand, if a-(jc) is any lifting of x below a„(x) (possibly

one of the/?,) then, by induction, each/), -fin(h~xx) (i «- 1.s) lies above

«,-(■*) 'fjn(h~ix)- It follows that there is an open interval of possible positions

of a„(x) for which (b2) holds In the contrary case (all of/»,, ...,/>, lie below

a„(x)) an analogous argument shows that (b2) can be recovered.

Case 2. Now suppose that x is an endpoint of Tn. If there are no liftings of

x above a„(x) (or none below) then we can clearly place an(x) so that (b2) is

satisfied. Thus we assume there are liftings of x both above and below an(x).

If there are liftings of interior points both above and below, then the

argument of Case 1 applies. Hence we may assume that all liftings of interior

points lie above (say). Now suppose Oj(x) is any lifting of x above a„(x), and

ak(x) any below. Then x is an endpoint of Tk and (b2) is satisfied by

induction. Thus ak(x) ■fkn(H~1x) is below a.(x) ■fj„(h~lx). Since this is true

for each such pair, there is an open interval of satisfactory positions for the

adjusted a„(x).

Thus we now assume that S„ has been chosen so that both (a) and (b) hold

with « in place of n — 1.

Lemma 7. Sn may be adjusted so that (a)-(c) are satisfied for

Sx,..., Sn_x, S„.

Proof. Define 7_ - {x E Tn\l„(x) = -oo}, I+ = {x E T„\un(x) - oo}.

Let E_ (E+) denote the set of those endpoints of the Tk (k < n - 1) which

are adherent to 7_ (7+), but not in 7_ (7+). By Lemmas 3 and 4, 7_ u E_

and I+ u E+ are closed.

If e E E_ then for some k < n — 1 we have e = ak (or bk) and ln(e) =

fnk(e) (see Figure 4). Since (b) holds we have fkJ(e) > fkJ(h~le) for all/ < n

with e E Tj. Hence we may adjust Sn so that on an open interval Ue

containing e we have

U(x) > u'n(h-xx)    (0TUn(x) = u'n(h-lx) = co),

\lAx) < «Î (*"'*)     (oTln(x) = l'n(h-xx) - -co)

and so that (a), (b) continue to hold. Let U = UeBE_Ue. Then I_ — Í7 is

compact. Hence by Lemma 4 we may choose finitely many open intervals W¡

(i = 1.s), that cover I_ - U and such_that /„(x) < -2 (x E W =

U/*...^). Choose open intervals V¡ with V, C W¡ and 7_ - U Q V =

UU\Vi- Letj*: r„ -»[-1, 0] be a continuous function that is 0 off W and

— 1 on each V¡. Replace Sn with the section defined by a„(x) -8(x) (x E T„).

Note that we may assume that W contains no ak (or bk) with ak(ak) (or

ak(bk)) below Sn, so that (b) is not affected by this adjustment. The adjusted
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section satisfies (cl) for all x G Tn, and also (c2), at least for x G O

W.

Sn

!   i     ! i     i
i   !     |!     I    j
II     ü     i    i
I ü ;i H

l-|   II     H,     4=J¡-• T

\ w2

Figure 4

Now let e G F+, but e G O. Note that we may assume that O is chosen so

e G O. As above, we may adjust S„ on a neighborhood of e so that,

afterward, (*) holds on an open interval Be about e, and so that (a), (b) are

not affected. Let B = UeeE+-oBe- Tnen 1+ - (B \J O) is compact; the

argument of the preceding paragraph allows us to adjust Sn on a sufficiently

small neighborhood of this set, so that the resulting section satisfies (c).

Hence, by induction, we may construct a sequence {Sj} of sections of <i>

satisfying (a)-(c) for all n. It is easy to check that {Sj) is locally finite.

We can now obtain an equivalence k: M' -» M of <J>' with <p as follows. For

each N{ in the given subdivision of (AT, <i>')> let A7,- denote the p-neighborhood

in M bounded by the S¡ that correspond to the SJ in the ends of N¡, and the

orbit segments of <#> determined by the endpoints of the initial end. Define k

by taking each N¡ homeomorphically fiberwise onto N¡, and so that irk — hit'

holds on each N¡. Then k is an embedding since both {A/,} and {N¡) are

locally finite. Finally, since condition (c) holds, it is easily checked that k

must be onto. Thus we have proved a slight strengthening of Theorem 1 :

Theorem 1'. Suppose <f>, <j>' are completely unstable continuous flows on

221
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2-manifolds M, M' respectively, and that h: M/<b-* M'/<b' is an isomorphism

of the corresponding orbit spaces. Then there is an equivalence k of <b with <b'

that satisfies ir'k = kit.

Remark. We may determine which ordered spaces can appear as the orbit

space of a completely unstable flow. To do this we must first define order on

a nonseparated 1-manifold, in a way which depends only on the 1-manifold

(and not on its representation as the quotient space of a flow).

Definition. Let K be a nonseparated 1-manifold. An order on K consists of

a (countable) atlas {T„) of open subsets of K, each homeomorphic with (0, 1),

and a collection {o,-,} of continuous functions a,-,: T¡ f) T,-*{ — 1, 1} satisfy-

ing

(1) Oji = - o>

(2) if ay(x) = + 1 (-1) and aJk(x) = + 1 (-1) then oik(x) = +1 (-1),

(3) if e E T¡ is an endpoint of a component interval I of T¡ n Tj and

eET¡n Tk, then, for x E I n Tk, av(x)aJk(x) = -1.

If $ is a completely unstable flow on the 2-manifold M, then M/<f> may be

ordered in this sense: choose disjoint sections S„ ç M of </>, each homeomor-

phic with an open interval, and so that {Tn — ir{S„)} covers A//<t>; define

/-,-: T¡ n Tj-* R1 as in the proof of Theorem 1 and set a„ = sgn/.,.. It follows

from the proof of Theorem 1 that this ordered space completely determines

(M, <$). One may also prove the following:

Any nonseparated 1-manifold ordered in this sense can be realized as the

ordered orbit space of a completely unstable flow (M, <#>), where M is a

Hausdorff 2-manifold.

4. C-equivalence of completely unstable flows. We can now give the proof

of Theorem 2. We will need the following lemma; the proof is straightforward

and so we omit it. As above, Se denotes {(x,y) E R2| \x\, \y\ < 1 + e}. A

homeomorphism/ = (/,,/2): Se -» R2 (into) is said to hefiberwise if fx(x,y) is

independent of y.

Lemma 8. Suppose f = (fx,f2): Se -> R2 is afiberwise homeomorphism, that is

a C-diffeomorphism on an open set U Q Se, that /, is C on all of Se and that

fXx is nonzero on Se. Fix r¡ > 0. Then there is a fiberwise homeomorphism

g: St -> R2 satisfying

(a) gx(x,y) = f(x,y)for all (x,y) E Se,

0) \f(x,y) - g(x,y)\ < r,for all (x,y) E St,
(c) g is a C-diffeomorphism on U U Se^, and

(d) g(x,y) - f{x, y) for all (x,y) E St - 53e/4.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let <j> (<}>') denote a completely unstable C-flow on

the 2-manifold M (M'). Let M/<p (M'/$') denote the corresponding orbit

space, endowed with the order relation defined in §3 and the (unique)
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C-structure with respect to which the natural projection it: M -» M/$

(it': M' -» M'/<p') is C (cf. § l). It is easy to check that a C-equivalence of <p

with <b' induces a C-diffeomorphism of M/<p onto M'/<f>' that preserves

order. We prove the converse. Thus suppose we are given an order preserving

C-diffeomorphism h of M/§ onto M'/<¡>'. By Theorem l, there is a topologi-

cal equivalence k of r> with <£' that makes the accompanying diagram

commute. We wish to smooth k to a C-diffeomorphism, maintaining the

commutativity. The preceding lemma will allow us to do this locally.

AÍ->M'

IT It

m —-h—► mW

Let {U„} (n G Z+) be a cover of M by open sets of the form S„ • R', where

Sn » (0, 1) is a C-section of <p. For each n E Z+, define Wn= Uxl) ... \J

U„. Suppose by induction that we have obtained an equivalence kn, that

covers h, and that is a C-diffeomorphism on Wn.

In Wn+X, U„+x — Wn and 9t/„+i n Wn are disjoint closed sets; hence, let

G„+x and Hn+X be disjoint open sets in Wn+X, with U„+l — Wn C G„+x,

3i/„+, n Wn ç H„+x. We may also assume that

Gn+X C (x G A/|p(x, i/n+, - H/) < \/(n + 1)},

where p is the given metric on M. We will replace kn with an equivalence

k„+l, that differs from kn only on Gn+l, and that is C on Wtt+X.

Let {(A7,., (?,)} (i G Z+) be a collection of p-neighborhood pairs in G„+x,

with (N„ 0¡) = (Se, S0) (some e > 0), such that {0,-} is a cover of t/B+, - W„

and {A7,} is locally finite at points of £/„+,. We now apply Lemma 8 to each

N¡ in succession. Assume by induction that we have adjusted kn = kn0 to knJ

so that:

(i) knJ is a C-diffeomorphism on W„ u 0, u ... U 0Jt

(iï) îot i <j,p'(knti_x,kj< 2-',

(iii) for /' < j, k¡ = k¡_x off N¡.

Apply Lemma 8 to knJ and Nj+X, with  Í7 = Wn u O, U ... U Oj and

n = 2_(7+1), to obtain k„J+x. By induction we obtain a sequence {kn¡} of

equivalences, satisfying (i)-(m) f°r all/ G Z+. Since {A,-} is locally finite at

points of Un+l, the map / defined by

l(x) = lim kni(x)    for x G Un+X,
i—>oo     '

is a fiberwise diffeomorphism of Un+X onto A:n(¿7n+1) that covers h\v,v y We

must check that the extension of this map by kn on M — Un+X remains an
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equivalence. Thus fix x EdUn+x. If x G Wn, then kn has not been adjusted on

a neighborhood (77„+1) of x. Hence, we may assume x EdUn+x - Wn. Fix

8 > 0. Pick/0 so that 2~Ja+x < 8. There is a neighborhood O of x that misses

TV, u ... U NJo, so if y E O n t/n+1 we must have p'(kn(x), l(x)) < 8. Since

8 was arbitrary, it follows that, if {y¡) Ç Un+X and y¡-*x (i -» oo), then

/(y,) -» kn(x) (i -» co). Thus k„ extends / continuously as desired.

Now denote by kn+x the equivalence defined by

"+lW      U(x). *GM-i/n+,

We have shown that k„+x is an equivalence of <#> with <j>' that is a C-diffeo-

morphism on W„+x and still covers h. By induction we obtain a sequence

{kn} (n E Z+) of such equivalences, where, for each n, kn+x differs from kn at

most on Gn+X ç (x G M\p(x, Un+X - Wn) < l/(/i + 1)}.

Finally, we show that, defining

k'(x) = lim kn(x)       (xEM),
'       n—»oo

we obtain an equivalence covering h that is a C-diffeomorphism of M onto

Af'. It suffices to prove that, for any x G M, there is a neighborhood O of x

and an index /70, such that kn(y) = &„ (y) for any y G O and all n > n0. Fix

x E M. Let m he the least index with x E Um and let d = p(x, dUm). Pick n0

so that l//70 < í//2 and let O be the disc of radius d/2 centered at x. Then

for any n > n0 we see that O n G„ = 0 and hence that /:„ agrees with k on

0, as asserted.

Proof of Theorem 3. Fix r E (1, 2,..., oo} and let <¡> denote a com-

pletely unstable (not necessarily C) flow on the 2-manifold M. It is proved in

[7] that M/<b admits at least one C-structure and that any C-structure on

M/</> lifts to a C-structure on M, with respect to which <j> is C. By Munkres'

theorem [6], the C-structure on a 2-manifold is unique; hence, there is a

C-diffeomorphism h, of M with the C-structure lifted from M/<}>, onto A/

with its given (original) C-structure. If we let \j/ denote the flow induced by 4>

under h (viz., \p(x, t) = h$(h~xx, t)), then $ is C in the given structure on M,

and is topologically equivalent (under h~x) to <p. Thus to any C-structure on

M/<i> we may assign a C-flow on M that is in the topological equivalence

class of <i>. It then follows from Theorem 2 that this assignment defines a 1-1

correspondence between the C-equivalence classes contained in the topologi-

cal class of <¡> and the C-structures on M/<}>.

Proof of Corollary. Fix r G (1, 2,..., oo}. By Theorem 3 it suffices to

construct a continuum of distinct C-structures on Af/<J>. Since there is at

least one such structure, we may assume that we are given a C-atlas

21 = {(T¡, a¡)} (i G Z+) on M/<¡>. Here {7;} is an open cover of M/<b and

each a, is a homeomorphism of (-1, 1), say, onto T¡. Fix n,mEZ+ with
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r„n Tm =£ 0. Let e„ be an endpoint of the component interval / of T„ n Tm,

and let em be the corresponding point of Tm (see Figure 5; of course T„ n Tm

may be much more complicated than is indicated here). We may assume that

en is in no T¡ except 7„ and that both an and am map (0, e) onto /, with

em = <*m(0) and en = a„(0).

Figure 5

Now suppose that/is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of (— 1, 1)

onto itself that fixes 0 and is a C-diffeomorphism in the complement of {0}.

Note that if we alter the atlas 21 only by replacing an with a„ « /, then we

obtain a new C-atlas on M/<b. For each real number/» > 1, we construct in

this manner an atlas 21^,, using the homeomorphism fp defined by

/(**), xE(0, 1),

x, xG(-l,0],
/,(*)-

where / is a fixed C-diffeomorphism of (0, 1) onto itself that agrees with

a~lam on some interval (0, 5) (0 < 5 < e). It is not difficult to check that no

pair of the C (nonseparated) manifolds {(M, 21^)} are even C'-diffeomor-

phic, by a diffeomorphism which fixes e„ and em. For if d: (M, 91 ) -» (M, 91?)

is such a diffeomorphism, let h, k: (—1, l)->(— 1, 1) denote the diffeomor-

phisms defined by a~xdam, f~xa~ldanfp respectively. Then both

h(x)
h'(0) = lim  -^-

v '     x-0+     x

and

k(x) (h(xp))X,q lKxP)\'/q   ,     w
rc'(0) = lim  --Í- = lim  ^—^— = lim    -^      • jc^-«>/*

V  '      a-»0+      X x-0+ X x-O+V     Xp     )

are finite and nonzero, an impossibility if /» ¥= q. But then, since the images of

en and em under any diffeomorphism of M/<$> must lie in the set of nonsep-

arated points, which is countable by assumption, it follows that there are

uncountably many distinct C-structures in the collection {2^}.
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